WE'RE COMING
TO BRISBANE.
Thanks to the generosity of our supporters and wider community, Climate for Change is
expanding interstate! In our 2017 Crowdfunding campaign, we committed to take our Climate
Conversations to new places. We have chosen Queensland as our next focus.
There is an air of excitement in Queensland with support rallying around the demand for
stronger climate action. Our analysis revealed Brisbane as the place where our model could best
strengthen the impact of the climate movement. Our work will complement this momentum, by
supporting more people to have effective conversations about climate change.

What does Climate for Change do?
Our mission is to create the social climate in Australia for effective action on climate change.

How does it work?
We use ‘Tupperware Party’-style events as a way of engaging everyday people in a meaningful
conversation on climate change and the most effective ways for them to take action.

What does this look like?
Our trained volunteer facilitators recruit volunteer hosts. Hosts invite 10 friends over to their
home for a meal, during which our facilitator presents some information on climate change.
Afterward, the group has a discussion around what needs to be done to address climate change
and how they can most effectively take action.
Crucially, each Climate Conversation aims to recruit two new hosts - this built in exponential
growth ensuring we reach more and more people every month.

What is Climate for Change doing in Brisbane?
We are currently recruiting a team of volunteer facilitators who will become our pioneer group in
Brisbane. We will train this group to run C4C Climate Conversations and support them through
their facilitator journey. In turn, they will inspire hundreds of people in local communities to
stand up on climate change and move society and our leaders to action.
If you know someone with the with passion, commitment and drive to make a big difference to
the way Australia responds to climate change, please direct them towards our advertisement:
http://www.ethicaljobs.com.au/Members/C4C/climate-change-facilitator-voluntary-1
Applications are open until March 13th. Facilitator training occurs the week of March 19th.
Please visit www.climateforchange.org.au for more information.

